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Executive Summary
This issue brief provides an introduction to and overview of “small
data” artificial intelligence approaches—that is, approaches that
help with situations where little or no labeled data is available and
that reduce our dependency on massive datasets collected from
the real world. According to the conventional understanding of AI,
data is an essential strategic resource and any meaningful progress
in cutting-edge AI techniques requires large volumes of data. This
overemphasis on “big data” ignores the existence and
overshadows the potential of the approaches we describe in this
brief, which do not require massive datasets for training.
We present our analysis in two sections. The first introduces and
classifies the main small data approaches, which we conceptualize
in terms of five rough categories—transfer learning, data labeling,
artificial data, Bayesian methods, and reinforcement learning—and
lays out reasons for why they matter. In doing so, we aim not only
to point out the potential benefits of using small data approaches,
but also to deepen nontechnical readers’ understanding of when,
and how, data is useful for AI. Drawing from original CSET
datasets, the second section presents some exploratory findings
evaluating the current and projected progress in scientific research
across small data approaches, outlining which country leads, and
the major sources of funding for this research. We conclude the
following four key takeaways based on our findings:
a) Artificial intelligence is not synonymous with big data, and
there are several alternative approaches that can be used in
different small data settings.
b) Research into transfer learning is growing especially rapidly
(even faster than the larger and better-known field of
reinforcement learning) making this approach likely to work
better and be more widely used in the future than it is today.
c) The United States and China are competing closely in small
data approaches, with the United States leading in the two
largest categories of reinforcement learning and Bayesian
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methods, and China holding a small but growing lead in the
fastest-growing category of transfer learning.
d) Tentatively, transfer learning may be a promising target for
greater U.S. government funding, given its smaller share of
investments in small data approaches relative to investment
patterns across AI as a field.
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Introduction
Conventional wisdom says that cutting-edge artificial intelligence is
dependent on large volumes of data. According to this conception
of AI, data is therefore an essential strategic resource, and how
much data a country (or company) has access to is seen as a key
indicator of AI progress. This understanding of data’s role in AI is
not completely inaccurate—many current AI systems do make use
of large amounts of data. But policymakers will be led astray if they
believe that this is an enduring truth about all AI systems. An
overemphasis on data ignores the existence—and underestimates
the potential—of several AI approaches that do not require
massive labeled datasets or data collected from real-world
interactions. In this brief, we name these as “small data”
approaches.
What we are calling “small data” is not a clean-cut category, and
therefore does not have a single, formal, agreed upon definition.
Academic writings discuss small data in relation to the application
area under consideration, often tying it to the size of the sample,
for instance kilobytes or megabytes versus terabytes of data.1
Popular media articles attempt to describe small data in relation to
varied factors like its usability and human comprehension, or as
data that comes in a volume and format that makes it accessible,
informative, and actionable, especially for business decisions.2
Many references to data often end up treating it as an all-purpose
resource. However, data is not fungible, and AI systems in different
domains call for distinct types of data and distinct types of
approaches depending upon the problem at hand.3
This study describes small data with a policymaker’s perspective in
mind. Government actors are often considered potentially strong
players in AI because of the nature of real-world interactions they
have access to and their ability to collect massive amounts of data
on it—examples include climate monitoring data, geological
surveys, border control, social security, voter registration, vehicle
and driver records, among others. Most comparisons of countries’
AI competitiveness label China as having a unique advantage
based on its access to more data, citing its large population, data
collection capabilities, and lack of privacy protections.4 Part of our
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motivation in writing this paper is to shed light on a set of
technologies that makes this less true than is often assumed.5
Finally, it is sometimes suggested that government organizations
will only be able to benefit from the AI revolution if they can
digitize, clean, and label large amounts of data. While this
suggestion holds merit, it is inaccurate to think of all progress in AI
as contingent upon such conditions. This belief overshadows the
idea that the future of AI may not only be about big data, as well as
that AI innovation in the government sector (and beyond) can still
happen without massive investments in big data infrastructures.
In what follows, we aim not only to point out the potential benefits
of using small data approaches, but also to deepen nontechnical
readers’ understanding of when and how data is useful. This brief
can be viewed as a primer on small data approaches or approaches
that could minimize reliance on “big data.”6 This analysis is split
into two sections. The first section is a technical explainer on what
“small data” approaches are, which categories form a part of these
approaches, and why they matter. It lays out the conceptual
foundation for the data analysis drawn in section two. The second
section draws from original CSET datasets, specifically our merged
corpus of scholarly literature capturing over 90 percent of the
world’s scholarly output, to present our findings on small data
approaches across three pillars—research progress, national
competitiveness, and funding. We seek to examine the current and
projected progress in scientific research across these approaches,
as well as to identify which country leads, and the major sources of
funding for the research studied. We conclude this brief with four
key takeaways based on our findings.

Classifying “small data” approaches
The research in this paper is broken down in terms of five rough
categories of “small data” approaches: a) transfer learning, b) data
labeling, c) artificial data generation, d) Bayesian methods, and e)
reinforcement learning. These categories, which we describe in
more detail below, are imperfect. AI and machine learning research
incorporates a wide array of different methods, approaches, and
paradigms used to solve many different types of problems, and
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therefore defies easy categorization. Our aim in delineating the
categories below is to give the reader a sense of some of the rough
conceptual approaches that make it possible to train AI systems
without large, pre-labeled datasets. The categories we use are not
cleanly separable in practice, and they are neither mutually
exclusive nor collectively exhaustive.
Transfer learning works by first learning how to perform a task in
a setting where data is abundant, then “transferring” what it has
learned there to a task where much less data is available. This is
useful in settings where only a small amount of labeled data is
available for the problem of interest, but a large amount of labeled
data is available for a related problem.
For example, someone building an app to identify rare bird species
might only have a handful of photos of each bird, each labeled with
its species. To use transfer learning, they could first train a basic
image classifier using a much larger, more generic image database
such as ImageNet, which has millions of images labeled according
to thousands of categories. Once that classifier could distinguish
dogs from cats, flowers from fruit, and sparrows from swallows,
they could feed it the much smaller dataset of rare birds. The model
could then “transfer” what it already knows about how to put
images into categories, using that knowledge to learn the new task
(identifying rare bird species) from much less data.
Data labeling is a category of approaches that starts with limited
labeled data but abundant unlabeled data. Approaches in this
category use a range of methods to make sense of the unlabeled
data available, such as automatically generating labels (automated
labeling) or identifying datapoints for which labels would be
especially useful (active learning).
For example, active learning has been used in research on skin
cancer diagnoses. One image classification model was initially
trained on 100 photos labeled according to whether they depicted
skin cancer or healthy skin.7 The model then had access to a larger
set of potential training images, from which it could choose 100
additional photos to be labeled and added to its training data. In
order to learn as much as possible from the available data, the
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model was designed to choose the additional photos to be labeled
based on which images would be most informative in learning to
distinguish photos of healthy skin from photos of skin cancer.
Artificial data generation is a category of approaches that seeks to
maximize how much information can be extracted from a small
amount of data by creating new datapoints or other related
techniques. This can range from simply making small changes to
existing data (e.g., cropping or rotating images in an image
classification dataset) to more complex methods that aim to infer
the underlying structure of the available data and extrapolate from
there.
A simple example is that computer vision researchers have been
able to use computer-aided design (CAD) software—a widely
available tool used in industries from shipbuilding to advertising—
to generate realistic, 3D images of everyday objects, then use
those images to augment an existing image dataset.8 Approaches
like this are more feasible when a separate source of information
about the data of interest exists—in this case, crowdsourced CAD
models. In other cases, more complex methods may be required. In
general, data generation requires strong assumptions of one kind
or another to be made about the data in question, and how useful
the generated data will be depends on how valid those
assumptions are.
The ability to generate additional data is not only useful when
working with small datasets. In cases where details of any
individual piece of data might be sensitive (for example, an
individual’s health record) but the overall distribution of data is of
interest to researchers, synthetic data can be used to obscure
private information by making random changes to the data to make
it less identifiable.9
Bayesian methods are a large class of approaches to machine
learning and statistics that have two features in common. First,
they try to explicitly incorporate information about the structure of
the problem—so-called “prior” information—into their approach to
solving it.10 This contrasts with most other approaches to machine
learning, which tend to make minimal assumptions about the
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problem in question. By incorporating this “prior” information
before improving further based on the available data, Bayesian
methods are better suited to some contexts where data is limited,
but it is possible to write out information about the problem in a
useful mathematical form. Second, Bayesian approaches focus on
producing well-calibrated estimates of the uncertainty of their
predictions. This is helpful in settings where there is limited data
availability because Bayesian approaches to estimating uncertainty
make it easier to identify datapoints that, if collected, would be
most valuable in reducing uncertainty.
As an example of Bayesian work using small data, Bayesian
approaches have been used to monitor global seismic activity,
which is relevant both for detecting earthquakes and for verifying
nuclear treaties. By developing a model that starts with
incorporating prior knowledge from seismology, researchers can
make the most of available data to improve the model from there.11
The family of Bayesian methods is a large one, and does not
consist solely of approaches that are especially good at working
with small datasets. For simplicity, we have erred on the side of
inclusiveness for this study, though that likely means that some of
the research included in this category uses large datasets.
Reinforcement learning is a broad term that refers to machine
learning approaches in which an agent (the computer system)
learns how to interact with its environment via trial and error.
Reinforcement learning is often used to train game playing
systems, robots, and autonomous vehicles.
For example, reinforcement learning has been used to train AI
systems that learned to play video games—from simple arcade
games such as Pong, to strategy games such as Starcraft. In each
case, the system starts out knowing very little (or nothing) about
how to play the game, but gradually learns by trying things out and
seeing what creates a positive reward signal. (In the example of
video games, the reward signal is often in the form of points scored
by the player.)12
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Reinforcement learning systems often end up learning from large
amounts of data and requiring immense computing resources, so
they may seem like an unintuitive category to include here. We
include them nonetheless because the data they use is generally
produced while the system is training—often in a simulated
environment—rather than being collected and labeled in advance.
In reinforcement learning problems, the agent’s ability to interact
with its environment is critical.
Figure 1 is a representation of how these different areas connect to
each other. Each dot represents a research cluster (i.e., a group of
papers) that we identified as belonging to one of the categories
above (see Appendix for methodological details). The thickness of
the lines connecting one research cluster to another represents the
strength of citation linkages between the two research clusters.13
Absence of a line indicates no citation linkage. We can see that
while clusters do tend to be most connected with other clusters in
the same category, there are also plenty of connections between
clusters of different categories. The figure also shows that the
clusters we identified under “reinforcement learning” form an
especially coherent grouping, whereas the “artificial data” clusters
are much more scattered.
Figure 1. Network graph of small data research clusters

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.
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Significance of small data approaches
Approaches to AI that do not rely on large, pre-collected, labeled
datasets offer a number of advantages over more data-intensive
approaches. Among other factors, these approaches can:

Reduce capability differentials between large and small entities
The growing value of large datasets for many AI applications has
created concern about disparity in different organizations’ ability to
collect, store, and process the required data. This dynamic has the
potential to create a gap between the AI “haves,” such as big tech
companies, and “have-nots,” depending upon who can afford to
meet these demands. If approaches such as transfer learning,
automated labeling, Bayesian methods, etc. make it possible to
apply AI with less data, the barriers for entry for smaller
organizations will be reduced on the data front.14 This can
contribute to reducing the capability differential between larger
and smaller entities.15

Reduce the incentive to collect large amounts of personal data
Several surveys have indicated that a majority of Americans feel
that AI will significantly reduce personal privacy.16 Such concerns
emerge from the idea that big tech companies continue to collect
more and more consumer data linked with individual identities to
train their AI algorithms. Certain small data approaches have the
potential to lessen such concerns by reducing the need to collect
real-world data for training machine learning models. In particular,
approaches that enable the generation of new data artificially (like
synthetic data generation), or that use simulations for training
algorithms, either do not rely on data generated by individuals or
have the potential to synthesize the data to remove sensitive
personally identifiable attributes.17 Although this does not mean
that all privacy concerns would be solved, by reducing the need to
collect large amounts of real-world data, such approaches could
enable the use of machine learning in a way that makes concerns
regarding large-scale collection, use, or disclosure of consumer
data less acute.18
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Bolster progress in areas with access to few data points
Much recent progress in AI has been enabled by the explosion of
available data. For many important problems, however, little or no
data may exist that can be fed into an AI system. For instance,
imagine building an algorithm predicting disease risk for a set of
people that do not have electronic health records, or forecasting
the likelihood of eruptions in volcanoes with long eruptive
recurrence.19 Small data approaches can provide us with a
principled way to deal with this lack or absence of data. It can do
so by transferring knowledge from a related problem, making use
of both labeled and unlabeled data. Small data can also help by
using the few data points we have in hand to create more,
leveraging prior knowledge about the domain in question, or
venturing into a new domain altogether by building simulations or
encoding structural assumptions.

Circumvent dirty data problems
Certain small data approaches can benefit big organizations where,
although data may exist, it is a long way from being clean, neatly
structured, and ready for analysis. The U.S. Department of
Defense, for instance, has a large amount of “dirty data” as a result
of siloed data infrastructures and legacy systems, which demands
time-consuming and labor-intensive processes of data cleaning,
labeling, and organizing.20 Approaches in the data labeling
category can make it easier to work with large amounts of
unlabeled data by automatically generating labels, for example.
Transfer learning, Bayesian methods, or artificial data approaches
can significantly reduce the scale of dirty data problems by
shrinking the amount of data that needs to be cleaned, relying
instead on related datasets, structured models, and synthetic data,
respectively.21
More generally, we also believe that it is important for policymakers
whose work relates to AI to have a clear understanding of the role
that data plays—and does not play—in AI development. The
abovementioned factors will not apply to all of the approaches we
describe. For example, reinforcement learning does generally
require large amounts of data, but that data is generated during the
training process (e.g., as the AI system moves a robot arm or
Center for Security and Emerging Technology | 11

navigates around a virtual environment) rather than being gathered
in advance.

Findings
To explore how research into small data approaches is progressing,
we used CSET’s research cluster dataset to identify research
related to the five categories described above (transfer learning,
data labeling, artificial data generation, Bayesian methods, and
reinforcement learning). Research clusters are groups of scientific
research articles connected by citation links—instances where a
researcher is communicating that they are using ideas, methods,
results, or in any way building upon the work of other
researchers.22
For our analysis, we identified 150 research clusters as belonging
to one of our five categories. For comparison, the dataset includes
735 AI clusters.23 The 150 identified clusters comprised about
80,324 papers, which were drawn from CSET’s merged corpus of
scholarly literature, containing over 90 percent of the world’s
scholarly output. To determine which papers fall into our “small
data” categories, we first collaborated with technical experts to
define a set of keywords that related to each of our five categories.
Next, we searched for clusters where any of those keywords were
among the top phrases extracted from papers in the cluster. Lastly,
we manually excluded clusters that were clearly unrelated to small
data. Once we had identified the 150 clusters we wanted to use,
each of which was associated with one of our five categories, we
treated all papers within those research clusters as belonging to
the corresponding category.24 In following this approach, we have
attempted to balance accuracy and inclusiveness, but it is very
possible that we missed including relevant papers that do not cite
authors in their research community as much, or that some
research papers we included may be connected to a cluster due to
citations but may not directly address the topic under
consideration. Therefore, we encourage readers to consider the
analysis in the sections below as exploratory rather than definitive.
See Appendix A for more details on our methodology.
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In the subsections below, we present our findings regarding all
papers identified in relevant research clusters across three pillars––
research progress, national competitiveness, and funding. Through
this analysis we hope to examine the current and projected
progress in scientific research in developing these approaches,
which country leads, and the major sources of funding for this
research.

Research progress
In terms of research volume, our five categories of “small data”
approaches have had very different trajectories over the last
decade. As shown in Figure 2, reinforcement learning and Bayesian
methods are the two largest categories in terms of number of
papers. While the number of papers in Bayesian clusters grew
steadily over the decade, reinforcement learning clusters only grew
starting in 2015, then saw especially rapid growth between 2017
and 2019. This is likely due to revolutionary advances in deep
reinforcement learning that had suffered from technical challenges
until 2015.25 By contrast, the number of papers published annually
in clusters for artificial data generation and data labeling research
stayed fairly low across the decade. Finally, the transfer learning
category started out small in 2010, but by 2020 had grown
substantially.
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Figure 2. Trends in small data publications, 2010–2020

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.

Of course, the sheer number of publications does not account for
paper quality. We consider two metrics to assess the quality of
papers in each category’s clusters: h-index and age-corrected
citations. H-index is a commonly-used metric that captures the
publication activity and total citation impact of a collection of
papers—in our case, the papers in clusters attributed to each
category.26 One limitation of the h-index, however, is that it does
not account for paper age (i.e., the fact that older papers have had
more time to accumulate citations). Therefore, h-index undervalues
groups of papers where the most influential papers are newer and
have not yet gathered citations.27 To adjust for this, figure 3 also
depicts age-corrected citations. As can be seen in the figure, on hindex alone, reinforcement learning and Bayesian methods are
roughly even, but after accounting for the age of papers,
reinforcement learning comes out on top. This means that for the
research clusters that we identified, the cumulative impact of
Bayesian methods appears higher, but reinforcement learning
stands out for its relatively recent surge in paper production and
citation impact.
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Figure 3. H-index and age-corrected citations by category, 2010–
2020

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 1, 2021.

However, it would be wrong to assume that reinforcement learning
has grown the fastest in the past decade. Looking more closely at
the growth of each category over time, Figure 4 makes clear that
transfer learning has seen the most consistent growth between
2011 and 2020, with the highest growth in all but two years. The
chart also shows the growth that artificial data generation has seen
over the last five years, which is less apparent in Figure 3 due to
the low number of total papers in this category. However, it has
also seen the largest dips in growth figures between 2012 and
2015 making it hard to draw specific conclusions for this
category’s growth trajectory.
Figure 4. Year-on-year growth by category, 2011–2020

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.
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Figure 5 compares the forecast three-year growth for each
category according to a CSET-developed forecasting model,28 with
an additional category of “AI overall” papers included as a
benchmark to compare against.29 As shown in the figure, transfer
learning is the only category forecasted to grow faster than AI
research as a whole, far outstripping all the other categories and
consistent with its ongoing growth in previous years.
Figure 5. Growth forecast for 2023 by category

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.
Note: Future growth index is calculated based on CSET forecasts of research
cluster growth. See Appendix A for more details on methodology.

National competitiveness
In this section we explore national competitiveness in small data
approaches by looking at research progress made by the top 10
countries globally in each of these approaches.30 We use simple
measures such as number of papers published and number of ageadjusted citations to gain an initial picture of countries’ relative
standing in each category, but we encourage readers to explore
other indicators to fully understand a country’s potential in small
data approaches.
Table 1 displays the total number of papers produced by category
for the top 10 countries in terms of small data publications.
Consistent with the results for AI research overall, China and the
United States are the top two producers of papers in clusters we
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identified as containing research related to small data, closely
followed by the United Kingdom. China leads in the total number of
scholarly publications in data labeling and transfer learning
approaches, whereas the United States is a leader in Bayesian
methods, reinforcement learning, and artificial data generation.
Table 1. Number of publications by category for top 10 countries
globally

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.

It is interesting to note that, other than the United States and
China, all countries in the top 10 ranking for all of small data
research are U.S. allies or partners, with countries like Russia
notably absent from the list.31 However, this trend in data here
could also be due to the fact that we are counting papers with
multiple authors belonging to different countries multiple times,
and papers where researchers in the United States and allied
countries collaborated are reflecting a higher count individually due
to double counting. Our analysis of coauthorships in these papers
supports this assessment.32
Paper citations are often used as a measurement of research
quality and impact,33 and our findings indicate that China’s high
volume of research may not be high-quality research across all
small data categories. As shown in Table 2, China ranks below the
United States across all approaches when looking at age-corrected
Center for Security and Emerging Technology | 17

citations (which can be roughly interpreted as the number of
citations per year). China's rank is second on age-corrected
citations across all small data categories except for Bayesian
methods, where its position falls further down to seventh. This
implies that while China may be producing a lot of papers on
Bayesian methods, the quality and impact of its research in this
category suffers the most in comparison to other approaches. The
United States leads on age-corrected citations globally across all
approaches.34
Table 2. Number of age-corrected citations by category for top 10
countries globally

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 1, 2021.

Figure 6 looks at three-year growth forecasts broken down by
country. The most notable finding here is how much higher
Chinese growth in transfer learning approaches is projected to be,
relative to the United States and the rest of the world. If accurate,
this forecast would imply that China is likely to pull further ahead in
transfer learning, at least in terms of the number of papers
published.
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Figure 6. Growth forecast for 2023 by category for the United
States, China, and the rest of the world (ROW)

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.
Note: Future growth index is calculated based on CSET forecasts of cluster
growth. See Appendix A for more details on methodology.

Funding
We analyzed funding data available for small data approaches to
obtain estimates of the type of entities that fund papers in the
research clusters that we identified as belonging to these
approaches. An important caveat to the findings presented here is
that we only had funding information for around 20-30 percent of
the papers under consideration, though we do not have reason to
believe that there are systematic differences between papers with
and without funding data available.35
Across disciplines, and among government, companies, academia,
and nonprofit organizations, government actors tend to be the
biggest funders of research, while authors are most commonly
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affiliated with academia. Keeping this in mind, we compared the
results of small data research with AI research overall to see how
much it differed.36 It was interesting to note that globally,
government funding makes up a larger share of funding for the
clusters we identified as relating to small data approaches than in
AI as a whole. As shown in Figure 7, across all five categories, the
share of government funding is disproportionately high when
compared with the funding breakdown for AI research overall. We
also observe that nonprofits represent a smaller proportion of
funding for small data research than they normally do for the rest
of AI. The funding patterns for Bayesian methods are most similar
to those for AI overall.
Figure 7. Funding sources for small data approaches relative to AI
overall

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.

Figure 8 further breaks down the funding information associated
with government entities by country. Our results indicate that
despite the overall trend for government funding to be
overrepresented in small data, the U.S. government’s share of
funding for small data research is lower than its share of AI
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research in general. On the other hand, private sector companies
tend to fund a greater share of small data research in the United
States than of AI research overall (see Figure 9 in Appendix B for
details).
Figure 8. Government funding for small data approaches relative to
AI overall, by China, the United States, and the rest of the world
(ROW)

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.

This trend is almost opposite when we look at figures for the rest
of the world, where government actors fund a much higher share
of small data research, especially when compared to the private
sector. Interestingly, nonprofit organizations, like research trusts
and foundations, in the rest of the world have a lesser tendency to
finance small data papers in comparison to their support for all of
AI (see Appendix B, Figure 10 for details).
In China, except for artificial data generation, the share of
government funding for small data approaches is smaller than AI
overall, though the discrepancy is not as large as in the United
States.
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Key Takeaways
This paper provides an introduction to and overview of a range of
“small data” approaches to AI. To conclude, we offer the following
key points based on our findings:
Artificial intelligence is not synonymous with big data, and
especially not with large, pre-labeled datasets. The role big data
has played in the AI boom of the last decade is undeniable, but
thinking of large-scale data-gathering and labeling as a
prerequisite for AI progress will lead policymakers astray.
Alternative approaches are diverse and can be used differently in
different settings: if data on the problem at hand is scarce but data
on a related problem is abundant, perhaps transfer learning can be
useful; if the problem can be dealt by accessing a simulated or real
environment where the agent can learn by trial and error rather
than pre-collected data, reinforcement learning is likely needed;
and so on.
Research into transfer learning is growing especially rapidly—
even more quickly than the larger and better-known field of
reinforcement learning. By implication, this approach is likely to
work better and be more widely used in the future than it is today.
Policymakers facing a lack of data for a problem of interest would
therefore be well-served by seeking to identify related datasets
that could perhaps serve as a starting point for a transfer learningbased approach.
The United States and China are competing closely in small data
approaches as the top two countries (by number of research
papers) in each of the five categories we considered, according to
our research cluster-based methodology. While the United States
has a large lead in the two largest approaches (reinforcement
learning and Bayesian methods), China holds a small but growing
lead in transfer learning, the fastest-growing category.
Tentatively, transfer learning may be a promising target for
greater U.S. government funding. Relative to investment patterns
across AI as a field, U.S. government funding occupies a smaller
share of funding for small data approaches. This could either be
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because research in these fields are not prioritized by U.S
government actors, or because private sector players in the country
tend to allocate a proportionately higher share of funds in
researching these approaches. Either way, given transfer learning’s
position as a rapidly emerging field, it may represent a promising
opportunity for increased funding from U.S. government sources.
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Appendix A: Methodology
Identifying research clusters
This paper utilizes an existing dataset of research clusters created
by CSET’s data science team.37 Research clusters (RCs) are groups
of scientific research articles linked by citations. The articles used to
identify clusters are drawn from CSET’s merged corpus of scientific
literature, which draws from five datasets that together account for
roughly 90 percent of the world's scholarly output: Dimensions,
Microsoft Academic Graph, China National Knowledge
Infrastructure, arXiv, and Web of Science. The breadth and
international coverage of this corpus, containing 109.8 million
unique research papers in Chinese, English, French, German,
Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, and other languages, makes it
possible to do the types of cross-national comparisons we include
in this paper.38 For this paper, we use the version of CSET’s RC
data from February 12, 2021.
For each RC, CSET’s data science team has extracted phrases (a
combination of one or more adjectives with a noun) that occur
most commonly in paper titles and abstracts. For our analysis in
this paper, we made use of these extracted phrases to identify RCs
likely to contain research in our five categories of interest (transfer
learning, data labeling, artificial data generation, Bayesian
methods, and reinforcement learning). After collaborating with
technical experts to come up with phrases that would be likely to
identify research in these categories, we identified a short list of
RCs in each category as follows:
● Transfer learning: RCs in which at least one of the following
extracted phrases appeared in 10 percent or more of papers:
“transfer learning,” “zero-shot learning,” “one-shot learning,”
“few-shot learning.”
● Data labeling: RCs in which at least one of the following
extracted phrases appeared in 10 percent or more of papers:
“automatic image annotation,” “semi-supervised learning,”
“active learning.”
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● Artificial data generation: RCs in which at least one of the
following extracted phrases appeared in 10 percent or more
of papers: “synthetic data,” “virtual sample generation.”39
● Bayesian methods: RCs in which 10 percent or more of
papers used an extracted phrase that included “Bayesian”
(for example, “Bayesian inference,” “Bayesian network,” etc.)
and in which more than 10 percent of papers were AI
papers.40
● Reinforcement learning: RCs in which 10 percent or more of
papers included the extracted phrase “reinforcement
learning.”
The underlying method used here, science mapping using
bibliometric-based clustering, is analytically useful because it
allows us to discover communities in a network, and by basing our
extracted phrase search within citation-linked clusters we sought
to use a relatively small set of extracted phrases to discover
relevant small data communities. However, interlinkages resulting
from a citation-based approach also present the possibility that
some resulting papers may not directly address the topic under
consideration but are connected to a cluster due to citations, or
some relevant papers with unconnected bibliographies are missed.
Additionally, clustering solutions that work on many thousands of
publications can be challenging to verify given the sheer volume of
data involved, and we end up having to choose between accuracy
versus inclusiveness. We aimed to balance the two by taking two
steps.
Firstly, we manually sense-checked the results of our extracted
phrase searches to identify a threshold below which the vast
majority of clusters were not relevant. We found that across all
RCs, any RC in which our extracted phrase figured in less than 10
percent of the papers was unlikely to be focused on that topic,
hence we disregarded those clusters. Secondly, for every RC above
the 10 percent threshold, we screened the top 10 core papers, top
10 cited papers, and top 10 phrases within the RC to check if they
relate to the topic under consideration. RCs that were clearly
unrelated to the topic of interest were dropped, totaling 91 overall.
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These dropped clusters numbered three in transfer learning, 17 in
data labeling, 10 in artificial data generation, 15 in Bayesian
methods, and 46 in reinforcement learning categories. This helped
us in eliminating clusters where the phrase of interest was being
used in a different sense, e.g. RCs on “active learning” as a
pedagogical technique for students, RCs that were primarily
psychology clusters under “reinforcement learning,” or RCs that
primarily focused on mathematics or statistics rather than on
machine learning or AI, per se.
For reference, here we present basic information on the RCs
included in our analysis:
Table 3. Basic information on RCs in each “small data” category
Category

Transfer
learning

# of RCs
Identified

# of Papers
Within RCs
Identified
(2010–2020)

% AI Papers in RCs
Identified (Mean)
(Min, Max)41

9

8,102

78% (52%, 89%)

Data labeling

16

11,405

74% (31%, 88%)

Artificial data
generation

4

1,433

45% (6%, 85%)

Bayesian
methods

78

32,247

41% (10%, 85%)

Reinforcement
learning

43

27,137

63% (7%, 94%)

150

80,324

Total

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.
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Growth forecasts
Our findings refer to the “future growth index,” a metric calculated
from CSET’s forecasts of research cluster growth. CSET has ranked
research clusters according to the probability that they will
experience extreme growth—i.e., more than 8 percent growth per
year in the number of papers in the cluster—between 2020 and
2023.42 To present these ranks in a more intuitive form, the future
growth index used in this paper takes the inverse of the average
forecast rank for clusters in a category, then multiplies it by a
scaling factor of 100,000.
For example, clusters in the category of transfer learning were
ranked, on average, 3,761st among the 55,000 ranked clusters in
terms of their forecast probability of experiencing extreme growth.
Transfer learning’s growth index was therefore equal to 1/3761 *
100,000 = 26.6.
For growth forecasts broken down by country, we selected all
small data papers published by each country along with research
clusters where these papers belong. Then we assigned a growth
ranking to each paper based on their research cluster. Finally, we
created a weighted average of growth rankings weighted by the
number of papers in each cluster for every country.

Observing funding patterns
For all of the small data research captured in CSET’s database, we
had funding data available for about 30 percent of the papers
across all categories. This data provided us information on funding
entities and their country of origin. For many of these papers
(roughly 20-30 percent of all papers), we had information available
on the type of funding entity––government, companies, academia,
and nonprofits. We used the available information to look at
percentage shares of each sector’s funding for these papers. The
following table lists the percentage share of papers funded by the
five small data categories, and all of AI overall.
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Table 4. Percentage share of papers funded by entity type

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.

To observe differences in funding patterns between small data
approaches and AI overall, we subtracted the percentage share of
all AI papers from each category’s share to observe the difference
in percentage points and presented the results in the findings
section.

Appendix B: Additional figures
The three figures in this appendix present data on funding
information for small data research categories by country, broken
out for companies, nonprofits, and academic organizations.
Coupled with the data presented for government entities in Figure
8, the four charts together represent all funding information as
available across the four entity types we studied in this paper.
Figure 9 presents data on the share of funding for small data
research by companies in the private sector. It appears that, in
comparison to government entities, the private sector in the United
States tends to fund a greater share of small data research versus
all of AI research in general.
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Figure 9. Company funding for small data approaches relative to AI
overall, by China, the United States, and the rest of the world (ROW)

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.

Figure 10 presents trends in small data funding by nonprofit
organizations like research trusts and foundations, by country. It
appears that across most categories, nonprofits in the United
States and the rest of the world tend to underfund small data
research versus AI overall. In comparison, nonprofit organizations
in China tend to emphasize funding all small data categories by a
little, except for artificial data generating approaches, where
Chinese nonprofit funding shares tend to dip.
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Figure 10: Nonprofit funding for small data approaches relative to all of
AI, by China, the United States, and the rest of the world (ROW)

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.

Finally, Figure 11 presents funding patterns across academic
organizations for small data research categories. Please note that
in comparison to the two other entity types we discussed above,
the percentage point difference between funding for small data
research versus all of AI by academic organizations is very little—
less than 1 percent overall. It can therefore be concluded that
academia’s funding patterns for small data mirrors its funding
pattern for all of AI research across all approaches for all countries.
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Figure 11: Academic funding for small data approaches relative to all
of AI, by China, the United States, and the rest of the world (ROW)

Source: CSET merged corpus of scholarly literature, as of February 12, 2021.
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